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of course, there are some intrepid programmers and content creators who are making headway. in a
new cabletv.com column, a group of would-be media moguls chronicle their efforts to build internet-

based, pay-tv streaming services. and project sportscentury offers a unique slate of live sports
including international offerings from espn3 , fox sports and nbc sports . he (director rupert sanders)
also directed interstellar (2013), which was a co-production between the united states and the united

kingdom, about space travel. following its success, he made the hunger games, the first film in the
mockingjay trilogy. it was a co-production between the united states, france and the united kingdom
and released in november 2014. the hunger games played in competition at the 74th annual venice
international film festival in the official selection section. also in 2014, he directed the comedy z for
zachariah, based on the story by his father, peter b. sanders. his first novel, the jungle book, is also

based on the stories of rudyard kipling and was published in 2016 by harpercollins. he has also
directed a few shorts: the short film the comedian (2013), which he wrote, starred and directed; the
elephant figure (2013), which he wrote and starred in; and donkeys (2015), which was co-produced

by the weinstein company and anonymous content. his first feature film was the thriller the
spectacular now (2013), which starred the hunger games star shailene woodley and costarred miles
teller. sanders also directed the music video for the song "love is a lie" by hunger games star willow

shields, the tonight show host jimmy fallon and singer adam levine.
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the oasis may have had less exposure than the
videogames, comics, and other pop-culture

creations that populate the ready player one
oasis. but because the oasis is a vast universe

that spans the globe with the resources of a multi-
national corporation, it created a new arena of

adventure and inspiration for millions of players,
just as the games that cline s protagonist spends
most of his time playing have done for decades.
its decades worth of entertainment to find out if
the heroes of that universe will defeat the villain

and restore the oasis to the glory that the creators
intended. doing so will allow filmmakers to partner

with individual studios, vod and webcasters to
make programming and short films more widely

available to consumers. one company,
machinima, which describes itself as a digital
distribution and production company, already

offers live and on-demand programming for 10
studios and service 45 tv networks, including

comedy central, and starz. consumers also love to
play and find new ways to interact with their
entertainment. viacom inc., which owns mtv

networks, is making big moves in the digital world
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as well, and has invested in a variety of
technology ventures including an office in san

francisco working on live streaming. its mtv and
vh1 networks, as well as its spike tv networks,

offer a mix of live and on-demand programming,
as well as kids and family oriented content. a

private-equity group led by former ceco capital
partners has begun buying such startups. and

viacom has launched viacom.com to expand its
online network. still, networks are by nature cable

tv-centered and their interests are somewhat
biased toward point-to-point video distribution.

and although broadcast tv is moving toward over-
the-top distribution, the networks don’t yet offer
live programming or streaming over the internet.
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